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Category:2018 Indian television series debuts Category:Indian horror fiction television series Category:Hindi-language
television programs Category:Indian fantasy television series Category:Television shows set in DelhiField of the Invention The
invention relates to a winding-up spindle device for a winding-up spindle, in particular for the winding-up of an electrical
conductor. A winding-up spindle device and a winding-up device are known from European patent 0 754 341 B1. These are
used to wind up an electrical conductor by a predetermined amount. The winding-up spindle device has a spindle sleeve with a
cylinder in which a winding-up spindle is guided for axial movement, the winding-up spindle having a thread with a shaft which
is at an end opposite the rotary spindle head carrying a rotor, and a spindle nut for the shaft of the winding-up spindle. A bearing
plate is attached to the cylinder, in which bearing plate the spindle nut is carried for rotation. An actuating motor drives the
winding-up spindle for the displacement of the spindle nut. To enable movement of the spindle nut between an engaged and
disengaged position, two cams are provided. By means of the cam system, the spindle nut may be guided in a frictionless
manner through an adjusting range. During the movement of the spindle nut along the spindle sleeve in an adjusting range, the
motor drives the spindle nut with a predetermined speed. To limit the torque and speed of the motor, a torque limiting unit is
provided. The object of the present invention is to create a winding-up spindle device, which may be used to wind up a
conductor with high winding density or winding capacity and a very long winding length. According to the present invention,
this object is attained by the features of claim 1. Advantageous embodiments of the invention emerge from the subclaims. The
object is attained by the provision of a winding-up spindle device for a winding-up spindle, in particular for winding up an
electrical conductor by a predetermined amount, said winding-up spindle having a shaft at one end which is rotatably supported
in a spindle sleeve, which shaft has a thread thereon with a pitch size that corresponds to the predetermined amount.Cross-
correlation of the variations in prostate-specific antigen level before needle biopsy, the lesion biopsy and prostatectomy in
patients with prostate f678ea9f9e
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